C2I Supply Chain Risk Management

A chain is only as strong as its weakest links making it all the more critical
to discover where vulnerabilities exist to secure those areas from threats.
21st Century information and operational technology (IT/OT), information communications
technology (ICT), critical technology, research and development (R&D), proprietary products
and services, critical infrastructure, and industrial bases rely on a complex, globally
distributed, and interconnected supply chain ecosystem. This ecosystem is composed of
various entities with multiple tiers of outsourcing, diverse distribution routes, assorted
technologies, laws, policies, procedures, and practices, all of which interact to design,
manufacture, distribute, deploy, use, maintain, and manage products and services. As a result,
organizations are increasingly at risk of supply chain compromise. Risks include insertion of
counterfeits, unauthorized production, tampering, theft, insertion of malicious software and
hardware, as well as poor manufacturing and development practices.
C2 Integration LLC’s SCRM Program works to ensure the integrity, security, quality and
resilience of your supply chain by discovering, identifying, and assessing threats and
vulnerabilities across an item’s life cycle (including design, development, distribution,
deployment, acquisition, maintenance, and destruction).
We have the knowledge, experience, and capability to help secure commercial and government
supply chains. We cover down on all the following areas and more: IT/OT and ICT Protection,
Critical Technology Protection (CTP), R&D and IP Protection, Public Health Preparedness and
Supply Chain Resilience, Critical Infrastructure and protection of its industrial base (e.g., Power
Grid, Pharmaceutical, Agriculture, and Transportation), Counter-Proliferation (CP), Defense
Industrial Base (DIB), and the National Security Industrial Base (NSIB).
We utilize skill sets to include: Law Enforcement Investigatory Techniques, Identity Intelligence
(I2), All-Source Intelligence Analysis, Counter Networks analysis, Foreign Influence (FOCI), 3rd
Party Software Tamper Review, Export Controls and Compliance Oversight/Monitoring, etc.
Our products, and processes typically include open source and publicly available information
collection, analysis, production, and exploitation. We also offer assistance with planning,
administration, investigation, devising or refining policy and procedures, strategy
development, etc.
We have a network of cleared subject matter expert small business partners and can offer
additional services and product packages (e.g., subject matter expert analytical production
bundled with Artificial intelligence - Machine Learning - Deep Learning - Computer Vision Language Translation (AI/ML) tools).
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